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g learning disabilities are

Currently procedures for id

ntlfyirig Problems at an early

much in demand, especially those
age.
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potential abuses and misuses of filent

and labling procedures.

Some critics have gone so far as to ar

'--eedbres are unethical.
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.
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Awareness of the"plightlof those wi

;hoeducatfonal problems

leads to a deiire tOdedtify and help the individuals infolved.

In doing

duai.
so,, he intention always is to behave ethitilli=-to respect Indio

right,,, tiberties, dignity, and worth.

Unfortunately, these rather straight-

\

forward aims have Proven easier to espouscin codes of professional ethics
and statements of standards for practice than they have been to accomplish
in daily actions.

PsychOeducatiohil Practices and. research have b§en criticized by
polittcal ccinservativesi liberals, and civil libertarians.

Ethical concerns

have been raised regarding diagnostic' testing, labeling individuals as
learning disa6led4=-4h4, implementing various,..treatments based ,on sPecific,

diagnoses.

Some critics,have stressed the psychological, social, and

possible physical negative effects on individuals; Others have pointed out

that subgrou0s may be unfairly discriminated against; and still'other critics,

1
have raised the spectre that the society as a whole mly suffer hegatively
from such activity.
have
In marked contrast to'such critics are those professionals who
tried to ufiderscore positive values of mchoeducational interventions.

While acknowledgingthe potential for-misses and.abuse, they stress that
it. is a core ethical responsibility of profestionali to advande'knowledge

Material adapted from Learnino Disabilities-fvfersoective-by H.S.
Adelman.and L. Taylor. TO be published by Scott, Foresman and Company.
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and:Skills related:to intervention activity and to use practices in ways
which` provide' maximum benefits

nd minimaT.nigative effects.

To do

:

otherwise is 6 ignore the responsibility to help those with learn4ng,
problaMs and to deny the righti of those who want, help,

.

The contrasting perspectives of those who stress concern'over
iatrogenic _effects and those who stress the positive-benefits of rights_'
to psychoeducational Intervention represent one set of ethical conflitts:
Another major set, of conflicts and dilemmas stems from the traditional
tension between social tontrol and individuarl freedom;

In .this latter connection, criti4:have pointed to a tendency
t
for indledual-rights andliberties not to
Sufficiently considered
and safe.g4rded during many'psychoeducationat interventions.
has been for greater concern for'humandigniyY..

The demand

Legally, this demand

'has been reflected in an emphasis okOrotectio.of.rights and due process
Ethically, the focus has been.inimproving consent procedures and clarifying
the bases for mandatory intervention.
The purpose of this paper:is tOAiecuss. the ethical responsibility..
,
Afor identifying problems', thf-thical concerns'whickarise ivdoing so,
.

and the ethical perspectiver.an ,,principles involved in toping with these
concerns.

In thelftcess, weTbriefly highlight the state of the art

related to current identification prOcedures:
Ithical-Bases-for-identifizatt. on

Identification'or labelinOs part'ethe general task confronting
411 practicitioners and researchers,.namely, cfasiification.

Confronted.

with a problem, professionalOatemptto orgarlizeand bring' order to
what otherwisemight be confusing, overwhelming, and incomprehensible.

,

Classification is part of the process 'of understaraing any phenomenon,
'and it is a prerequisite for most systematic practice and research.
'Broadly, classification of learning problems and related phenomena
may bed conceived in terms: of the need to categorize past, present, or

.future status as part of efforts to ameliorate, preventi'or Study such.
Problems.

As used for scientific and'practicat purposes,.classifIcation
society, specific

is involved in meeting a variety of objectives
interett groups, and indiVid

1

ectioniwith learning

For example,

.

disabilfties, practitioners and researchers are interested-in differentiating
individuals with regard to the causes of their pi-obldk,current manifesta,

tions, prognosis

,

re
and treatment
needs.

r

More generally, rationacommunicatio

-

-,-

-,._

with clientsi colleagues, legislators Snd,other policy makers, and the general
,

public requires some may of differentiating among the many individuals who

manifst'learning problems (Adelman, 1979i Gough, 1971i.Thorne, 1974, Zigler
%and Phifiips, 1961).

Obviously,..-therrice.asgreat many practical reasons

for ClassifYing learnihg problems;
Underlying the practical reasons are two inajor'"ethical justifications
.

for identifying and labeling problems.

From a Scientific Viewpoint, the

philosophy of science stresses that investigation of phenomena is the essence
of basic research, and to this end, tlassification is seen as an essentia17"7-'
_

.methodological component. .Fran the perspectivetif the practitioner, there
(is the social Philosophical principle which' Stresses that everyone is

entitledto approprfaie help in- coping with problems for which they are;not
;

-

._

.

responsible. Again; identification is essential if. .practitioners are to,
"
.

1

.

.

.

provide such individuals with appropriate-heJO.
r.

p. 4

While,. in the abstract, ldentificatton.is ethically justifiable and,
indeed., desirable, prevailing practices raisemany ethical concerns..

It 151

important to understand; however, that the limitations of current practices

do not alter:the underlying resOnsibility to seek valid ways to elbssify
in order to pursue important practical and research:objectives.

Ultimately,'

'theyalue and justificationifor any elassification&scheme or particular label

j

is judged, ethically and practically, by its sum=total contribution to research
find' practice,

Wben_the positiVe value is not fouhd to outweigh the negative
"

,

c

effectsi the scheme or label. is unlikely to be seen as ethically appropriate

for practical or research,purposes.

This, of course, is not a/criticism of

the desirapilitiof classification; it only reflects the inadequacies of
current processes and the need for bettei ways to differentiate among those
indiViduilt Mailifesting learning problems;

Judgments ;a6out utility are strongly related to-the needs of those

making the

judgment p.

Specific classification labels and identification,

procedimes tend to be branded_as.useless and even as harmfuland unethical.

vthose who have no need for them, while those with a need for categorization
:tend to proclaim the value of the same labels and procedures with 'equal vigor...

Even:those who have a valid need for identifying learning problems, however,
must ackoWledge,the limitations Of prevailing practices.

rState of the Art:
%

Currently, procedures for identifying learning disabilities are much
in demand.. This is'especially true.of procedures which can be used to

p. 5

identify learning problems at an earl

.

Increased demand has made

screening instruments a highly marketabiecommodity.

This state of affairs
,

has established a-climate wheFeboth cqnsumers and suppliers. are less critical
than they should be in evaluating the validity of proposed and prevailing
procedures.

Indeed, there

s a widespread'and,peivasive view among the general

public that it is already,'or shortly will be, feasible to make- highly accurate
predictions/identifications of learning' disabilities.

Large scale projects

are being developed to,impleMent mass screening in several states,6.

Efficacy

Because of the trend towardwidespiead.applicatiOn, it seems- .important
to

clarify4hat evidence does not support

and ideniification procedures,

the effitacy ofavailable predictive,

especially those

screening of preschoolers and kindergartners.

already being used for massive
Such widespread application

provides another-example of pressure and enthusiasm for new pt-ocedures lading

to inapOopriate extrapolations of research .findings and,prematime application.
fact iS,

few of the available procedures meet even phe minimal

standards set forth by the American Psychological Association and the American Educ.

Research Assdiation (see "Standards forlducational and Psychologicai Tests!).
\

Earlier evaluations of researchin-this area remain true today,

For example,

Gallagher and Bradley stated in 1972: "It is important to note that the enthusiasm
which generated these tests has not carried over to'the technical development
of the instruments" (p. 104).

In 1971, Hobbs stated in the summary'rePort

ref the project on classification of exceptional children:

p.6

Every professionally competent report we have on early

f
screening... stron gly qualifies most assertions Incerning

the reliabili0.:Yalidity, or applicability of screening
procedures..., especially for use in the early years Of ".
childhood.

There are;frequent ieferences to the high

level_ of clinicaFskill required to administer or interpret
a test and to the need for sophisti

ted'orocedures or

instrumentation...`.. Tests are Often, esiribed as "promising.

Perhaps the most freqoentrecommenda ion oftesponsible
reviewers is that more research is needed.:.

Screening

C-

tests of sensory functiOn (hearing, vision) are adequate

foroldercildren but difficult to use wi Wyounger
children.

Screening forretardedintellectual development=:-

.

iq Middle and late childhood is Possible-with a fait , measure
.
1

of confidence; although cultural. backgrounds may render
.results` problematic; Assesiment ofintellectua4 competence

during infpxy is highly. Unreliable. -Early screening for
affective or, emotional develOPment is. eAraordinarily

,

diffiCult and perhaps impossible (except in extreMe cases) :.
withsurrent knowledge (pp.92.=93):.
In partidblar, wO might add, the vplidify of first level'screens is so

low that they are:exOected to identify persons who don!t even have signficani
1_

problems,

,

At best,.Mott screening procedures provide a preliminary indication.

that something may b ;'wrong and that intervention may. be needed.

When the

objective.is to identify indjvidualswith very_specific problemi and inter
..

=

P 7
N

vention

aneeds, assessment ,procedures with greater 'validity are required.

. While warnings are made about. the danger of blurring the distincticin
.

between,first level screening and highly specific diagnostic-prescriptive
,

activity (Mei r, 1975), unfortunately,_ it is not uncommon for screening
instruments t
persons, and

.

be misused..' For example; some screens ,lead4 to the- labeling of

the label may be interpreted as a diagnosis,:

nee this

,and the 'Map sif may lead to a prescribed intervention (Adelman and Compasi,
1977).

In addition to' eiting:the technical inadequacies of available procedures,
0_

;

-

expressed a variety of 'Concerns over child :screening lAdelmani.

others have

1978; Adelman and Feshbach

Faust,, 1970; Feshbach, Adelman, pnd Fuller,

1971

Perhaps.,

197/4' Wersch arid Rojceiiicz, 19/4, Keqgh and Becker, 1974 keier, 1975).
none have. do

so with greater:fervor:than Schiag and, Divoky 11975) Who go
-;

:

,so.far as:to claim that .fithe;prime lutictlqn _of all screening devices. is
,
.

_

mystification; a ritual conferring legitimacy on institutional decisione
.

(p

This is a view which has 'been- raised regarding comparable

129).

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

_

_

Orofessionali acti'vity by_ such .Other sociopolitical critidt as !ling .0970;
,,

.

,

Sias2 (1961; ':1970), Goff-man 11973). and Ill ich

(197,6)

\

1A_

.Conceptual, and Methodofkical Problems'..

Essentially, three types at modeli underlie current identification
The problem is that,only .one type of podel has biin used

procedures.

.

,t

.....

extensiveli s(Adelman, 'in press}': The Or* models

an be coicelitualized

aS Al ) persOn oriented. models, including -both the disordered person (or.
.

.

"illness" Model) and the devela
.

ntal reness model*, (2) environmental'
-4;

models (also'llrher-pathologically or'e
.

oriented)

and (3)

.

-c.

interactional models emphasizjng the interplay between person and environment.

Research based on peon oriented models has focused onassessient of
early signs andymptoms of pathology (physlological and psychological) or
I
on developmental deficits with reference to a'delimited set of )ehaviors
and learning correlates.

Because of:dssatisfactiiinwitA both the pertov

model.andfindings on screening_accuracy, environmental'tgesearchers. recently
have been assessing, home and school.viriables in an effort to screen settings
p

and with a view toward shifting the focutlif intervention fr

problemenvironitentt.

sons, to

Similarly, interactionally oriented inves gators

are interested in strengthening the predictive validity'of-screening procedures,

They hope to do so by accounting for the portions orthe variance of learning.
_

,

and behavibr problems which stem from the transactions betWeewthe person's
Motivational" states Ind response capabilities and such situational factors as
individual differeviCes among socialiting agents

parents., teathersY

and differing -approaches to sociplization (e.g,, parenting,, school instruction)

MestWorKfocusing"dn identifying learning Problems. has been based

.on.
.

the person oriented paradigm; -One very serious consequence of thityhich
raises a number of ethical concerns is that. the causes an4COrrections of
11-

,

learning'problems'are viewed. pri'ma'rily in terms of. person vfiabTts. ."Some

critics have suggested this.is a_clattic instance of the fact that conceptual
biaset in psychology and education'often.,result in a blaming of the:yittiMi;-,'
j

1971

j.

In addition to conceptual problemsi'there are critical methodological
problems which should be highlighted briefly.

In this.connectioni'it is

belpfUl first to'undetstand theminimalyequirements for developing_ satisfactory.
HprOceiduris for identifying learning probleMsat.an:early.age on a Iarge,scaleP
:

A

(Adelman and Feshbach, 19754-.Muehl ak.Di-Aq116,1976; Satz, Frieli,and

.

1

WY-, 1976).
identification

To maximize the likelihood of valid and practical

such procedures'ne

to be validatedlongitudinally,

111

using a multivariate design Which incorporates a variety of measures
of person and environment and a relatively large and homogenous sample.'

Such'a design and samOle is needed to alloy for repeated measures, Over
'time; of relevant variables and to .Control for such confounding factors
,as age, cultural and economic status and attrition.

In addition, such samples \

need to 00 compared to:a normatiVelreup; crosstvalidated ova similar:
sample and eventually on grOu0s:of different ages ands cultural and economic
backgrounds, in different settingso Finally,' if a, procedure:is tp:be_used

\:

\on a large scale e.; citywide in-ilarge,metrOpolis);:theIlis a need
\

41.

.to cross -validate:Under conditionsbf routine Of

td do :a !prOduCtiOn=,:

.1t is well to recognize at.this point that the bestork in thisamea.,
dat,

has not been ableto come Clete to aPproximating tileteifOrmidable

The relevant body of research suffers from-

gical requirements.

W

,

tvariety of traditional teliability and validity probleMs, such as
rater/tester bias; fluCtuations in children's perforMance due to.motivatton

and the degree of.assimilation of OW behaviors and skills, and the limited
'

range of behavier which_can be sampled becaiie of restrictions imposed
.

by time and instrument availability.

These problems alone are sufficient to liMit.thlusefulneis of
cUr-rentapproaches:te identification;

k.related anirparOcularly critical
t

problem'and one Which has:not been as widely discussed lithe sparsity
'olstandirdized norms and standards which can be usfd'as guidelines in

:

.,..
making ;judgments about the behaviors

and skills ,of

'influence of environmental factors.

Most copirmlnlyi this W1 problem

children

and the

iofthe lack of sPecifit criteria as to what.constituies'ittiormal" and
"abno-rmal". behavior and "success" or "failime"'with.reference to a

youngstePs Performance prthe performance4Of a- socializirig agent or
program .(e.g.', parent, teacher, method,

for

material).

.

,This_is'a problem

0F

assessment efforts designed to identify contemporary problems 'and

coMpounded, problem - for efforts whiCh attempt

assess Otecedents

lack Of

The

1.0 order; t,p4)redict .uture performance

to

garding

such criteria means that varying standardi may be applied in
cut -off points. for libeling, a child as a prOblefh.

ing

Asa resOlt,

children

with the same behaviors and level of skins''could be seen as problems
in' one situation (e.g., one school) and Pot:

in

antither:

Because 'of the methodological problems 'cited .aboveo, whatever., the

approach to pinpointing psychoeducational problems, there will be a
large number of false negative

andfalse positive:
.

,

methodological problems are resolved, highly reliable and valid prediction
or identification, procedures which can be feasibly used on a large scale
.

are not, 1 ikely -to appear;

In conclugion on this yqint, procedures, currently used

4earning disabilities produce too many.errors and ;ppear most
in detecting those.who
1.

clearly are needed.

are

identifying

sueceskftil

readily identified informally:. New approaihes
1

.

- --

In, this connection, strategies. guided by 'an

interactional model and which recognfze the importance of program impreVemerit

as a fiiit,step in screening are seen as particularlyworth

.

investigating:

.

:11

yes, and Principles

.

Table

lists 6major areas of ethital concern which arise'in relation=

, ship to protesies used to identify inlividuals.as learping disabledi. lath:4
area encompasses many speOfic dilemmas with which practtcionert and;
UtUally the.dilemMas'involve a need fOr and
7r
.
thus 4. responsibilitrtd take systematic steps. to minimize, negative
researcherS have.t0 deal.

effettiiibile maximizimpositlye objectivei:
a

-Unfortomitelyilheethical responsibility to minimize n

tive effects

.

related:to!the,conterns outlined in Table 1 is easier to,identify than it is
,

.

.

tpfdetaWthe spetific'standards and crttetiufdr deterMihing when this
responsibilityls being inappropriately ignored;

Currentlyi'ethical practice
t.

must relyAiii the perspectives and principles proteiSionals-adoPt as the

rationale OnderlyinTtheir work, especially the standards they chbose to
apply in;judging, positive and negaitye effects.

In this connection, Beauchamp and Childress,4279) suggest the principles
ofbeneficence, nommaleficence, justice, and autonomy provide a core foundation'
for understanding and handling major ethical dilemmas related to services,
-

research, and public policy.

In the.following sections, we explore these

principles and theii application to learning problems with-reference to
three topics: utility lInd equit

onse

and demystification.

Mility-and Equity

Traditionally the most critical concern of interveners has been that

O

TABLE

1

Areas of Ethical Concern Related to
Identifying Individuals as Learning Disabled.

.OutCome

Concerns:

Errors .(e.g., false negatives and poVtives

0 Misprescriptions related to SubSequent-fnVrveniion
procedures (including oviridentifying ihdividuals
O

and-subgroups as the object of change).
Process Concerns:

Violations of rights (e.g., Failure to provide help;

failure to get consent,approbriately, invasion of

privacy; denial,of access to:assessmentreports
and 1 the right to correct. the record);

NegativeTepercussions:of.assessmentprocesses or
products (e.g., increasing feelings Of;anXiety,
incompetency, and lack of self-ditermination
increasing overreliance and.dependency on
_professionals

initiating self,fUlfilling prophecies

and stigmatizing 'effects):.

p

r Inappropriate financial costs and exclusion from

services of those who can't afford

ervices.
s\

Field Concerns:

i failure of professionals to take responsibility for
standards of practice and advancing

improving
knowledge

(including collusion wittOan inadequate

status quo).
11 4

p. 12

Recent legal

of ensuring that intervention benefits outweigh "costs ".

emphasis on "rights to treatment" and "right of all children to an'education".

lso have highlighted. the moral obligation to ensure that interventions are

allocated and implemented fairly., The diretness with which such a statement of duties can be made tends td.make implementation of these.obligations
sound less-coMple?c than it is.

11

Costs vs. benefits:: Th-,&ef pisAftho work with 1eaining

probleMs confront

the costsys. benefits dilemma everyday. :Should;we proceed with4n
intervention?

Will the special program help the child?

If to. will the

amount of help justify the pain, loss, and -other,potential

negative effects

the individual may experience nn being labeled and differentiaied?.-_

It would be nice :f professional training prepared us to deal with
these.conceivs.
have done tn..

Our particular training programs didn't and'perhapt coil 401t.
After grappling with the issues for many years. on an ad.het;

basii, we finally iealized that perhaps it would be useful to go beyond our
profession's ethical codebooks and attempt to assimilate the ethical
princioles.underlying our concerns.

With regai'd to cost-benefit dilemmas.,

ibis meant grasping the principles of beneficence', nonmaleficence, and
their relationship to the principle of utility.

Beneficence refers to

4

one's duty to act positively in the interest of others.

Nonmaleficence

refers to one's duty to avoid acting negatively in relation to others.
Utility refers to the obligation to produce the greatest possible balance
of positive to negative effects for all persons affected.
When interveners talk of possible negative side effects; negative

Is

p. 13

consequences; costs; risks, or harm; they., recognize the poisib9ity of
maleficence.

The emphasit is riot only on intentional actions, but on

unintended riski_and harms, Including. acts of omission._ What such

phenomena make clear is tharthe ideal of nonmaleficence oftin must be
compromised'in efforts to help.

In deciding whether to label a child

as Learningaisabled, the principles of beneficence and nonmaleficence
I

are in conflict;

When such a conflict occurs, the decision to proteed

Do possible

can beiade only by applying the principle of utility

benefits outweigh possibleharm?
For example, in evalUating. ethical Concerns, related to identification

processes for learning disabilities, it often is Suggested that the

potitivebenefits accrue direttly from

the antitipated success'of the

intervention which follows or,indirectly-ft4oM research spinoffs.

Un,,

fortunately, there"Wa Sparsity of reported evalbative researchfindingsv
rqggding-the:effiracy of mostavafilable interventIon progrons;; ReviewerS
Of the research on the efficacy. of 'Various;' psychoeducatienal interventions

have found the:external validity of reported stUdies to tie qUitelitfted

and equivotal (e4;; Adtlman and Compas;

Bergin, 1971; Muehland
:

forell; 1973; O'LearY and Drabman, 1971i SilVerberg; Iverson and Goins,
1973; Sroufe; 1975);

Thus, the perspettive=of positive benefits for

iflentified children is a diffitult view to spppOrti

And; even if there

were proven benefits; they would have'to offset any pOssible negitive

side effects on children resulting fromidentifitation and special
intervention practiCes;

In this connection, it has been hypothesied

that persons who are labeled and treated asdifferent may be stigmatized;

14

<5
isolated and excluded from important experiences, and this May negatively
)

effect their motivation and fUrtherhinder their-full and healthy
development.

The hypothesis of the self=fulfiliing prophecy

(Merton, 1948), suggists that attaching labels which connote-disturbance'
and eduCational defitiendy may jUtt,provide\.socializing agents with

excuses forjailureto relate to -or teach a Ovid: .MOreoveri it. is
hypothesized that such failur

then,;eventualiy. will determine the

difld't mobility. opportunity to associate With others,,and opportunities
four employment. marrtage.and general social. stains; . Just. as there.is

y4parsityiof.efficacY daia.there is. a dearth.of.evidince -regarding
theSe potential negative side effects iGuskin. Bartel & MacMillan. 105 .
;

As the above illpstrates..cOttt and,benefits encom !s& More than

fipancial considerWons-and often are,not readily quantifiable:
\

Besides

.

finances,_ the costs and benefits. most freiluently discusSed\are-psychological

and'physical-effects on individuals:

'Unfortunately; the-sparsityAf_
,,L

data validating intervention efficacy and:701afify4ng irarOUT effects

4

maket'it diffidUlt to specify benefits and costs, neverMind detehnihe
net.gainsi or losses:. ThUti'curi-ent efforts to resol*ethical dildbmas(
_

_

_

_

using a perspective which emOhatizes cost-benefitt for the-individual:
Mutt.detide how heavily to weigh the potential- -but unproven-=positive
and negative effects.

From a broader perspective, it has been suggested that cost=benefit
also should be analyzed with reference to the societal "biases" perpetuated
by intOrVention practices.

For example, it has been contended that

children whose backgroupds differ= from the dominant culture will be

:Jr

classified and treated as deficient to the extent that their values and

norms and, thus, their behaviors and performance areincompattble with
those of the dominant culture.

Whether-intentional or notiin the procets

of providing benefi s43sy6hoeducational intervention practices can

&MO with bfase against subgroups in society.
effects on

stD

ThUti:the,harisful

sUbgroups must be considereg in cost- benefit aPpraisal

The point-1$ that Ahe foctis can nOonger remain simply one of
cost-benefit to individuals.

."

The concern over: Q testing:relatedio.

minority students is a recent dramatic illustration of #itottic.
Liti atinp.arguing that minority Mulations'haVe been inappropriately
ser ed by most IQ tests and resulting labeling e.g.,,in California:
Diana v.'Stpte Board of Education, 1970; Larry P. v. Riles, 1972) has

'lectto the pbsition that intelligence testing should betuliure fair,.

including use of theindiVidual's "home,language," and that tests alone
dshould not be used to classify students.

'Such litigiiion highlights the.

concern that the'benefits of some-school practices forfany individual
may be considerably less thanithe costs to a particular itibgroUp of the'

perp5AptiOn cyracial injustices in the; form of additional

Sodetyn,

disprimination stigmatizatioN and restriction_of educational opportunities:
Another level.of ethical perspectiye; best articulated by I1lich(1976),.
focuses 9

the iatrogenic effects of professional practices t

thecutture..

often(
He warns; that the ,publics .mystified- reliance on .professionals, who
.

.

are overstating their expertise, is growing.

The negative effect of this

s.

,trend for the entire culture is a general expropriation of people's

coPinS ability sp that society is manifesting an ever tncreasing, distressing

tr
ui

a
711
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and unnecessary overdependence:onprofessionals.
,

This Oerspective suggests that prpfessionals must'judge the

ethics of their activities net onfy in terms Of the impacton an individUal
and' the validity of their =own and society's biases, but also with regard to

the impact on the entire -culture. jrom .s oh a perspective, Illich would
probabiyjudge. 411 mandated intervention 1 as

.-

nethical.

%.

Obviously; few

professiontls treirepared to employ such.a,libertarian perspective in
.

"making ethical deciiions regarding a_ iven practice.

1

While balancing costs against bene-it is important, the complexity
Of deteivintng alien and what costs outweigh what-benfitsmakes the
,

in many situations.

utility principle difficultto apply

Moreoliervi

must, be' remembered. that even. when the principle of utility can<be used

effectively to decisions-tegarding.whether topursue an /intervention,
t.is still only one ofythe ethical principles to be considered.

Over, .-

emphaSiS on.the -prtnciple 'of utility at the. expense of justice (fairness)
in 'deocision making, in particular., has been criticized. 'That is, there

sare:tfei when costs, especially financialcosts,,of special programs
fir 1earning problems'ma3r well outweigh benefits; at the same time,

Op1ication_of4the principle of justice bray demandthe'prograbs be
proVided.

Fairness;

It's poi falrl

is a classic camPlaint.'

On an intuitive basis, we often feel Situations and people aren't
being fair; and everyone believes in, fairness.

1

-L a.'

Students,want privileg

7
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rules, and punishments administeredfairly.

One student must neither

get more nor get away with more'than another.

We all want to see

injustices corrected. The underdog' should win at least some of the
'time.

If.somedne is afflicted with a handicap or a learning problem,.

it seems only fair that they be helped.

In prqviding help; interveners,

are expected to be just and fair, !The problem is: How do we decide
what'is'fair?

Beauchamp and Childress (1979) lovide what they describe as a

fairly Standard_list.of nonmutually exClusiVe Principles of distritive
justfce which have relevance for decisions about faiiness.
(

.

.

To each person an equal share;

,1
To each pe son accordingito individual need;

..

To each person according to individual effort;
To each person according to societal contribution;
.

To ,each person according to merit.

All the principles are attractive.

However, each may conflict with'

the others* and any one may..4e weighted more heavily than another
depend-Uri .onan intkvjdUal;,s social phflosophy.
;'

As the above suggest, the matter of fairness involves such questions

as:(1) Fair for whom? (2) Fair according to whom?

and (3) Fair,using

What criteriaand,v4hat procedures for applying the criteria?

Obvtously

what is-fair for the society may not be fair for a particular individual
and what is faif for one person may cause an inequity for another.

To

provide special services forlearning problems raises the taxes of all
citizens.

To deny such Services is unfair and harmful to those,who

ea
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. p,

because of their problems 'need more help.

Dedisions.regarding what is

fair may be made paternalistically (unilaterally) or through informal
)

or formal policy or by due prodett Metfianitms.

They maybe made,

.

with regard to ethical or sociopolitical-edonomi; criteria 610
priorities.

One basic principle formulated to guide dedision making regarding

.*

,

,

,

.what is fair and just is,tpat-similardases should be:treated Alike and
.

dittiMilayEases should be treated differently. 'However., Sinwe are
!

.

_

allsimtlar.and ditsimilar in so many ways,.the dharatteristics which
are to be. considered:In decisions of-fairness.mutt be reievint.factors...
r

j

Furthermorei it is regarded, as unfair "to treatpeople:0ifferently

ways that profoundly affect them lives rOaradularly.innegative wayq
l(pcau a of'.differences foe;Midh:they haVe mnrespontfbiliir

(Frankena,i

1966j pild; as quoted, in peaudhamp-ard,Childressi 1459.i4L 13);

Of more direct

toielping those with learning problemso

there is the fair opportunity, principle.

This principle stresses that

no one should be denied behefits:on the basis of either "disadvantageous,
or adVantageous prOpertiesi" since they are 7i6t responsible for such
properties:

,

More affirmativelyifoitness is teenaS OemandinOhat-thOse.
:

)0th.mdisadvatitageo0sproperties4 be given special aid.: Theduty to
identify-those Who.ShOUld be helpe&constitutei an ethical reason f
classifying (labeling) individualsi

HOweVetithis implies grouping'

individuals only with reference to relevant factors.

At the:same time,

fairness requires that help and aid not betome a basis for stigmatizing

and isolating individuals and groups. .v
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Psychoeducational intervention decisians based on the.fairnesse
principle often call for unequal allocation and affirmative action
in distributing resources and applying' rules.

Thus, despite the fact

,

-

they are intended to result in just and.fair distinctions based on releVant
differences, such deCisions cao be quite controversial, especially When
resources are-sCarce.

There are always conflicting views'as to which of many injustices
sh6uld be assigned highest priorities in allocating limited resource.
_

In a tight:economy, controversies, overlairness.are likely to extremely
-prevalent,
- prevalent.

Should_school.prebeams be cut hack in favor ofincreasing

welfare benefits?.. Shoild programs for the.gtfted be cut Xiee.thith

fr

programs

students Withiearning prCblems7-

Should physicll education

and school athletic teams be cut more than orchestra and vocational'
_programs?

For the most part these are decisions made in the pOlititaY

arena with ethical; concernsunfortunately'playingA small role.- However,
even if they were made strictly on ethical, criteria, the issues obviously

are complex and only resolvable1)%giving more weight to-one or a.subset
of thgpri4ciples of distributive justice..

In doing so. of course,

there will not only be argument over the justification for giving extra'

weight to any particular principle but over the definition of such.notions
at "individual heed

and "societal contribution."

On a more individual level, parents;:teachers, psychologists, and
other interveners consistently are confronted with the problem of
applying rules differentially.

Involved are matters such as whether

different consequences (punishments) should be applied for.the same

0

:
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offense when the students. iovolved,differ in terms Of problems, age,.

forth .

levels of competence, and

.

Again, the princfplet of dittribOtitie

.

justice apply, and again interpretations, tend to.:-.vary:and ere debated:

Furthermore, even wheh the edylts involved agree *On interpretations,

.

.

._

there
"tore-

T0

Children

may continue

to' Percefve.detisions as ;Made Unfairly,:

In:tlich instances, adults may be seek to .have the dual ,obligation of ;I:
imOlfplentinejustitt in the ful l sense suggested above and of facilitating*
children!$ moral,,development toward understanding the complex nature
`of fairnesk.

'Soo persons try to si4lify matters by avoiding making distinctions.
And treating :everyone alike.

From our _pirsonalexperiegtei.

many instances where teachers wOrking-WItl; problam populatiOht 64)0
insisted. on establ i6ing. and enforcing rules without regard 'to stile: 'nature',
.
:a

partitular.student's;,ftial and 'ertiOtional.problems.

They usually

argued thatit waSAifair ;to .other students .if tbe.same: rule was,
applied in. the :same. Way to everyone.

Yeari .ago our mail 'f

inl#fse4hin4eperpetuatite ihd
to this argumentAs that to act so
Istudent s problem and undermined helping: in :the: pursuit of social control_-

.

_

expand teatherel.
Viand in the name of fairnes*: These days, -;14e also try to,
_
awareness of the ethical complexities .of_feirness.
.
,

While making' no exceptions represents a

simple solution to resource
r.

:I

allocation and rule applicatien,:it perpetuates

We `arse

consid=
painfUlly aware tat anodthical commitment to fairness involves
to

erabl e. effort

,1

how one .understands- thP.concept end hoW it , can

be imOlemented in the classroom and other intervenilon, situtatirs.

\
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-

ributiv40:SttclaS ifplicati6

Each principle of d

in suet;

In the abseliCO of

and conflicts among t e priki les artSe,frequenliy
simple, prescriptiOns and great

ituatipitti.

isdora, only a very -strong commitment to

cases:`

understanding and applying-ethiCal.principles can edvance the coast of
,

stice.ii such

,

-

Consent
,Currently, the toncep't

.

of consent is a focal `consideration in dis7.

cussions of iftdivIdoal rights and proiessionalethics:

,

To undefttand-the

iMpOrtance of tonsent:requires' appilCiation of :the* principle of autonomy,

It a society,yhich -viluerfairhesf and. personal liberty, the principle of
6

0

autonomy and its:relatiOnship*to consent is of 'paramount importance.
1.

Beauchimp'aild Childress (1979) state:

Atttonom_Fand_Inrormeeconsent.

The

IL

person is one who not only

deliberates about and chooses...plans but who is capable
of acting on the basis,of silch deliberations...A person'

autonomy is his qr her. independence, self-reliance, and
.. 41

sel f-containech,abiity to decide.
'diminsled autonomy., by

A person of

contrast,' is. highly dependent

"On others and in atleast some respect

incapable of

.ifeldbOniting.,of
'acting on the basis of such deliberations.
.
,

,

'(09: 56 07).
rChiren and ihdiViduals with problems often are treated in ways /
.,that, ,,diminish their autonomy

This occurs because of assumptfons about
R.

their relative 'lack Of competence and wisdom.

Even when they are treated

autonomously, their decisions may not be respected.

It is one thing tO be aOtonomous: and -to apprehend

.

.

that otherSareacting autonomously, but quite
abother to be respected as an autopomoui;:agent

and to respe0 the aOtonomy.of others.

To

4-

respect autonomous agents is to recognize with-.
due appreciation their own tonsidered value
judgments and outlooks even when it is believed
that their judgments are mistaken
(Beauchamp and Childress, 1979,

58).

It is the idea that autonomy should'ke respected which hasmade
consent not only a legakput a maJor moral, cohcerni;:lt is the fait'
that liberty is not absolute in any society and the problem that
some indivudals are not able to act .autonomously that has made consent
a major socio-political issue.

That is, society maintains the right

to compel all its citizens at times

compulsory eduCation), and

when an individual is; inable to att autonomously, others may be asked

to assume the decision making role in consent proceedings.

Maintenance of autonomy in professional,client relationships
N4

,

ciependson autonomous acceptance of authority by clients and ongoing

respect for clients' autonoMY 6y profestA7als.

The legal and moral

, :mechanism for maintenance of autonomy usually is designated as 'informed
consent."

Capron (1974) suggests six major functions served by the consent
These are:

mechanism.
.

The promotion of individualautonoriy;

.

The protection of patients (Clientsstudents ).and subjects;

Pr
The avoidance of, fraudand duress;.
.

The promotion of rational deCisiens;

The encouragement of self-sceutiro by professionals;
The involvement of the public irf promoting
abtonomY as °a -,general .iotial value and in confrelaing

professional precticei and research,

.

'

The desirability: of such outcomes seems eyident.

The problemif/1d

issues inVelved in appropriately - eliciting consent have,,te do wfth such,
matters as:

When is it 'juSlified for one .person:-

When is consent needed?

'anotter?- Who decides when '.consent is needed and when one

,,consent

I

erson can represent another?
onsent?
given?

What' infordation mutt be-given in eliciting

How' call anyone be certain- that consent has been voluntarily

Each of these quettionlralses significant .diienmias for professional

"consumers" of ply choedUcational services, and for society.

With regard to the processes' associated with the consent mechanism,

Biklen (1978) stresset that tbe term informed' cons pt probably somewhat
7

misrepresents the nature. of what -is involved.

4

",el
it *suggests that the key''
A
-

As

states:'

of conse t it.

.

.

the provision of inffilmation to people' who are
giving consent.-

Consent is a, legal concept that hat.

been referred to and implicitly defined in court
Cases and in legislation.

It has three major aspects:

capacity, ration; and voluntariness.

All three

elements are equally relevant to any Cement procedure
or decision.

Simply sated, one must have the ability
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AO give consent in order to do so; one must have
_adequate information to do so in a knowlidgeabli way;
and one must be free from coercion or any other

threat to one's voluntariness (pg. 99)
In the following seCtions, we highlight major concerns associated
Specif-

wlththe 'concept of consent for psychoeducational interventions.
.

.
,

-

icallyt,the Codas is on (a) competence and paternalism as they affect
decisions about when consent !mist be elicited and from WhOO and (b) the
_

natu-ielf relevant.information and voluntary consent.' The ethiet Of

t

obtaining informed and voluntary consent and thus coercing others is

left fordiscostieh elsewhere (AdelMan.and:Taylori.in press)..

the

roblem'of

aternalism. Capacity

00-Competenctin the context of consent essentially means the ability to
.

._

_

understand (implying the' ability.to receive and process information) and

to make decisions from among alternatives.

Criteria for deciding about

tne.idenuaiy of these-abilities are:di4icult to specify.

ThereforeiAlobel:

.undifferentiated criteria. usually are establishedi such as age and mental
status.

Children and those diagnosed as mentallyretaiidedi:autiaticier
.

.

insane are often seen as incompetent in a legal sense and in need.of
surrogates (parents; guardians, and. courts) to:give:consent.

Historicallyi.

bUt not that long ago, women and racial minorities also were seen as
IfitomPetent'in a simflir sense.

Dicisions eboutlncompetence and who shall act for those judged as
.incompetentcon0flue.to be primarily defined by legislation and court
,

actions;While:the baies for.these actions can be found in social

p.25
philosophy, they are also shaped by practical politics.

As a result,

current legal criteria which guide professional practice may be viewed
as providing a rather conservative ethical perspective.

Advocacy:groups

for the rights of those now seen as-legally incompetent seek a Ouch

more liberal/radical ethical stance with regard to appropriate criteria
and due

process protections related to judging incompetence and

allowing anyone to give consent for another.

Obviously there are times when intervention is-necessary and those
requiring help are not able to participate in the rational processes
which are prerequisites for arriving at meaningful and valid consent.
At such time, others must act.

Beyond conservative legal criteriahowever,

those who wish to Adopt more liberal guidelines have difficulty agreeing
on what constitutes competence and when others should act. 'The example
of children's consent illustrates just how difficult the problem is.

Stated simply, the problem is: At what age should it be

necessary

to ask a child's consent before involving the child in a psychoeducational
intervention (including testing)?

With regard to mandatory school

attendance, the legal answer,is that no individual consent is needed from
either parents or child during the age period when attendance is compelled'
by the State.

With regard to specialized interventions such as psychological

testing, special class placement, and therapeutic treatments, the common
answer is that only the parents! consent is needed and in some cases not
even their.consent is sought.

Until recently a similar stance prevailed with regard .o the
participation of school children in research projects.

In the USA Federal
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guidelines now indicate that valid consent for participation in research
is to be solicited not only from parents, but from all children 12 years
of age or older.

Moreover, there is discussion about the possibility'

of lowering the age for consent for research participation to 7.
pros and cons of this matter are debated heatedly.

The

In the process, of course,

the question of what constitutes competence is raised, but so are important

questions about society's prerogatives, responsibilities, and needs.

It shou)d be noted that the question of competence is Arongly related
to the problem of paternalism.

It comes as no surprise that profeisionals,

parents, governmental,agents, and many others in society have opinions as
to what is good for various groups and ihdiVidOalt.

When the Opinions are 1

backed up by the poweriti impose them on others, the decision as to whether

Id do to raises the problem of paternalism,

The teacher or parent Whd must

decide whether to intervene inArder to help or protect others from the
confecoiences of their autonomous Choides is confronted with this problem.

For example, it is a paternalistic action to stop kchild'from pursuing_a

chosen activity such as Teading comic b0013, eating Candy, being exuberant
and noisy, etc.,

or

to punish a. child

in her or his "best interests::"

misbehavior because it will be

When such actions are taken, the-child's

autonomy is seen as less important than (a) the postibleiliarM, nuisance, or
offensiveness (to the child Or others) of the Child't chosen,activity, (b)..

the possible benefitStd be gained if the child were alloWed to pursue the
autonomous.course of action, or (c) the 'benefits to be gained frOM purtuing
the newly prescribed.aCtiOns.
When a paterrialittit intervention can be accomplished with relatively
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little complaint and reaction from the child or.when major
health and safety eonsiderationrare at stake, paternalism is unlikely to

be much of an issue.

t

However, there ate limes When.theJ)nly way.fdr the

paternalistic intervention to prevail is by the exercise of major physical

or psychological force and times when a significant segment OfSociety
thinks the intervention is not ih.the best interest orthe child (such
as in the case of special class and institutional placements, corporal
punishment, etc.)

to such instances, paternalism becomes an extremely
`.,
controversial consent issue, separable bUt usually quite telated'to t'he

problems and issues regarding competence.

Obviously, paternalism is not so great an issue when persons are
viewed as Incompetent.

Thus, those who wish to act in a paternalistic

way may well be tempted to believe that persons who resist the judgments
of. those in authority are incompetent (e.g.e immature, ignorant, in=

capacitated) or are unduely influenced by others (e.g., under tile influence
of bad values and models).

As long as there is a lick of Objective criteria

in so many areas as to what constitutes competence in making and eating upon
one's decisions without undue interference, the problems, and issues associated

with paternalism and decisions about who is incompetent will continue to be
1

majorethital concerns.
Relevant information and-n_voluniarynset.

However

the problems of

competence and paternalista are resolved,whenever consent is tO be elicited

'relevant informationmust be provided and, decisions must be made voluntarily;

B--ic to the notion of relevant information is that the informationtm provided
i

an understandable manner.

The more complex and unspesifiable key
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'intervention. procedures and outcomes, the more difficult It i-to meet

this requirement.

Cultural and language.differences may also be barriers

in this connection.

Levine (1975) enumerites.11 elements of:information which should be
communicated and understood.

These are:

(1) statement of overall purpose; (2) defining the role of the subject;
(3) informing the prospective subject why he/she has been selected; (4)
a fair explanation of t e procedures, including the setting, the time
involved; with wkom the subject will interact; (5) description of discomforts
and risks; (6) description of benefits; (7) disclosure of alternatives;
(8) offer-to answer questtons; (9) offer of consultation; (10) noncoercive
disclaimer; (11) consent to incomplete disclosure.

To facilitate communication and understanding; such inforpation may need to
be presented in a variety of ways.

Certainly, more than one time oral

or

written communication :14y be required: .Language translations, media

presentations, question and answer follow ups to evaluate-whether information.

was understood, feedback from other consumers, all maybe relevant at
various times.

29

While:::

a

critical' -element, provision. of -_,.relevant:_informatiOn=does
.

not guarantee that Conientis given volUnterily.

Inimanysituations,'T

consent

isgiven because people feel they have no,meaningful alternative

choice..

For example; parents and children in special school programs' may

consentto addition

assessment; therhPY, mediCation, and so forth because':

they fear refusal will result in exclusion from ile.rett of the Program:

In some cases, the fearis.a correct perceptieni.;3hat is, legallyiand:
thus from a conservative perspettive.ethicallyi participation in many
types:of additional activitie

can be made=requiremenis for remaining

in a program even though they were not specified on admission:
psychological testing is one example.

In other instances, the fear_

revocation of services it unfounded and might have been-I:lit

appropriate information is conveyed.

Additional

ed if

To counteract covert, And often

.;

unintended, coercion to consent, advocacy groups have sought to increase
.awareness abcpt the problem and to liberalize ethical standards beyond
legal guidelines.

It has been suggested that,

able to withhold

consent in any,situation without prejudice and that

timately, persons should ,be

consent procedures would be expected to clearly communicate this ethical
commitment.'

Given procedures for obtaining valid consent; there remains the ethical
concern regarding when voldntary conset4 is needed.
A related question is: When,maY consent be.waived (as contrasted to
witholding of consent)?

The answer to this question seems clearest to most

people when a problem is seen as extremely threatening or an activity is
seen as extremely unthreatening. -Thus, persons who are seen as imminently

dangerous to others or as incapable of protecting or caring for themselveS
generally are accepted as likely candidates for waivers of consent.

In contrast, activities which are common facets of everyday living
such-as much of the assessment and evaluation activity Which permeates all

dfpur lives usually are not understood or discussed in these terms.
are, - :however,. instances of de fac-to waived consent.

They

While ethical concerns

related to' woiVO Cdn.sent-aremost likely to be raised in connection with
extreme,probleMs and dramatic interventions, consent:which is waived in a
dt_fatto- manner perhaosiOught to be of equal concern.
.

Many not very dramatic

.

activitieii such as rotine achieVeMent, intelligenCe, and interest testing
schools;',.can have life shading-iMpacrand are likely.to have an effect.

on a large segment of the pOpulation.
in effect coercion, is involved.

In any instance where consent is ignored,

%

4

In discussing autonomY,.4tility,,and.equlty, wellave underscored that
eth.iCal practices'invoive:doncerni.beyond those relatedAd'individuallp
.

.

,

.s directly inVolved.in apartitblar intervention
.

.

Woweverbecaute of the

.

.

'common tendency to ignore ethical responsibilities to the iociety.and

culture. We.wantesPecially to-highlight the,respOnsibilfity of interveners

-:to demystify clients.apOhe,p0lic regarding;c0rent,l'imits of competence
knowledge.

:Theconcerns over prmeding adequate informationto the public goes
well beyondthe matter of information related to consent. 'Interveners.
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0

have a comprehensive duty to honestd.

This involvA not only providing

information is part of eliciting consent but taking steps to avoid
mystifying others as part of-an affirmative, ethical commitment.
The general public appears mystified by what can and, cannot be

accomplished by formal,psychoeducationartnterventions.

Thus, there is an

J.

ethical need for all interveners to atceptppreater responsibility for
clarifying appropriate uses and limitaittons of Such practices and to warn

against misuses, abuses, and premature applications.

'It is risky to be truthful, and yet it is well toe aware of the
risks of not being honest.

Such consequences include (a) oppressing others

by mystifying them (b) being oppressed in return by the backlash which

inevitably occurs when the public bermes aware'of information, and (c)
'holding back s'stematic inquiry.by encouraging premature closure,on complex
questions.

In the Learning Disabilities' field, in education in general,

in medicine, and siforth, the failure to demystifi,the public probably is
accountable., in part, for
periletuatIon-of fads and panaceas,

movement toward naive accountability measures;
increased numbers of malpractice suits;

widespread use of relatiiely unialidated praCtices, such as
.

preschool and kindergarten screening for learning problems
and stimulant drugs for treating children labeled as Hyperittive.
The duty to honesty raises questions about non-disclosure'and deception
in practice and research. 'At times, both have been justified when the duty
to honesty has come into ebnflict with ethical commitment to beneficence',
nonmaleficence,

and.respect for autonomy.

Usually, the argument takes the

___

form that to clarify the: facts would interfere with helping the individual

or wouldcause them discomfort.
Sometines

("Whit they don't know can't hurt them".)

it is argued thaeclients d7't have the ability to understand

the comolexities involved or that_ they don't really want to know.
In fact, some clients 'are annoyed when professionals ask that they

become more involved in making decisions.

There are, indeed, instances

When other ethical principles should prevail.' However, the likelihood
2

is that these instances are comparatively few.

Therefore, the apparent

proclivity of' professionals to use and justify nondisclosure and deception

on a broad scale,is seen as a political act involving intentional mystifiCation
to maintain,a power iMbalance'(e.g., Halleck, 1971; Laing, 1967 ;. Rogers+
kJ
1977, Szasz, 1970).

Studies of the nature and scope-of intentional myttification by professionals
are not readily available.

However, it may

noted that in a review of

complainti about practiCts Of psyehologisis, Sanders (1979) states that
violations of one or more sections of the "Principle on Public Statements"
are the most freqUent ones

received by the APA's COmmittee on Scientific

and Professional Ethics and Conduct._

(The Public Statement Principle '

stresses, among other mhtters, the responsibility to clarify the limits and
uncertainties of present psychological knowledge and techniques.)
A major way in which interveners.mystify others is by the use of jargon

and special prpfessional language. Ptifessional jargon not only mystifies
but

perhaps makes interveners feel superior and clients feel inferiOr
,

in the same.way that a'pateillalistic

stance oftendoes.

In turn, this perpetuates tendencies^towd paternalism

And away from demyttiffeation.

As Wasserstrom (1975) states:

(
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If there js,

doesikno
it

general

to an.area in which one

ings that the Client.dOesnq
tremply easy to believe that one knows
.what is best fOr the client...

In

addition t ire is the fact...the client has a

seriousprob

or concern 'which has rendered

the client wea

and vulnerable.

'ibis, too, surely

increases the di position to respond toward the-client
6

In a patronizing, aternalistic faihion.

Thu client

of necessity conf rs substantial.power over his or
her wellbeing...I

sted with all of this Power

both Wthe indvidu 1 and the societ,-the...pro=
fessional respondit

the client as thOugh the dlient

were an individual w o needed toibeiooked after'and

1

controlled, and to have decisions made for him or
with as little ihterference from the client as possible.*,
(pp. 21=24'

It is in,meeting.the duty to demystification that many professionals
xcome:full face. with their vested interests in being perceived as an expert

andin maintaining their guild's power..eig.,Anstitutionalized special
,credentials, roles-, privileges, and rewards. In effecti;Socitl justice
and morality come face to face with political.and economic iptexOsts in a

classic confrontation which unfortpately seems to be no contest in the
majority of cases.
Ironic lly, not only i

there a tendency for proftssiohals tO'nWStify

the public,

the public seems more than ready to be mystified by "experts".
Ai

In this'

,

connection, one writer states:

Someacademic discfplines. breed ob4Oity, : Mitkof
American behavioral psychology, fornstance, has
,
.

:

-

!

achieved the rather dumbfounding. condition; of being.

at the same time trite and inaccessible..
dit4Ines"

fhese

prs esentbf enjoy a certaini deferential;

reverence-froma-distance, an uncritical acceptrice6
it
froM outsiders.

This deference comes not so,much of

understanding ,asoit does from a willOgnes,i to praise
0

those who make us, feel ignorant.

Confronted witkone

expert or another who proceeds totonfound us...
we blame oursalvesfor not understanding;..and assume
(tt was) eight because an expert said it (Nyberg, 1971;,
pp.
n.

67i "69-70).

N

turn:

Overconfidence in "better knowledge
fulfilling prophecy.

beComes a self-

People f$rst ceaiOo trust their

own judgment and then wantlo be told the truth about
j

what they know.

0#ftconfidence, in "better decision

first hampers people's

making"

ability to decide for themselves,

and then undermines,tfleir belief that they can decide

(Mich, 1973, p. 93).

The, eed for demystifitation highlights once again that psycho -.

educational interventions raise not only moral but broad socio-politiCit=:
economic concerns.

Interveners daily are,confOOnted with problems related

to conflicts between the interestsof society and the indiVidual and their

own prOtessional and personal interestsas well.

Like it.or not, whep such.

conflicts are present,':the basie ethical question often amounts to

"Whose interestssCuld be,allowid to prevail?"

concludiht_Comments

ilgure 1 outlines the major perspectivei and ethial prihdipletditcussed

in this pyec.

Understanding ethical concepts and concerns, however, is no

guarantee theY'will be adhered to.'

Indeed, ethical considerations often

appearto be hon7ed more in discussion thah in'prattiCe.

WhOe'motrofestiOnal organizations haVe commit es to deal with
reports of

ethidaKiajitasi

--interienits.

no one claims that such committees create ethical.

Ultimately, ethical practice it a matter of indiVidUel

Understanding, conscience, and

As we haVe Wetted throughout this.paper, hlOever,

extendvell beyOnd individuals and Otessional fields.

ethical Considerations

Learnin:prOble06.

are a societal concern...- Programs designed to deal Wtth.iuch problems require

the support of the general pUblican&their elected representatiVes.

The

impact of the programs:and the professiorals who staff theM it At only:00
_

individuals but on major subrOwps
and attitudes.

of the society and on cultural thought..

A significant;part of the foundation of fitture societal

Total

culture
and
society
MM

I-

Major_
-'subgroups

in:.
society
Interveners-and

PERSPECTIVES

professions

interested
and affected
parties)

Clients'and
underwriters
intervention

MM

IM1

M

MMM

Objects,

intervention

BAtficence

-:: Maleficence

(e,g.o4 H
helOin
loop' zing)

(toga;

.

Autonomy

4ustice'

Ae.g.o,..

(eoga.;

latrogenesistOnsent)

'fairness)

.

4

utility

(e.g.cost /benefit)
i$IRINCIPLES,

Figure 1.

Ethical
interve

iples and perspectives involved
ions.

411

.

psychoeducationa

p. 36
I

priorities and policies =is being laid by cuOrent psychoeducatiorial
interventions

Consequently, from both an

ethical

and "a pragmatic

perspective, such interventions, Can be seen to pbe,

,economic

-/

'acts.
`4-

is IA

Recognition of the social action nature of professi4nal interventi-oo'
5
__

:increasingly is being recognized and indeed advocated -s lisobba(1955r

A mature

profession

needs of society be

simply

does not

to the

respond

in determining

.

what society should need and how social Thititutions
as well as individ6a1 professional careers Can be'
.

.

.

.

shaoed to the services of an emerging, social Order...

the responsible p6fessional person becomesjhe
architect of social change.

p. 37

a
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Footnote

Some writers have 'distinguished between strong and

weak paternalism.

Feinberg (1973) sees the former as the

,

decisiOn'to intervene even:when an individuWs:choices are
informed and voluntary.

Weak paternalisMinvolves inter-

vening only When the indivUdal's conduCt it,suWantially
nonvoluntary or when the intervention is a brief one deiigned
to determine.whether the conduct is,or is not volUntary.

